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"The Lord made things simple to confound the wise" Corinthians I. 

Introduction 

The bases for this hydrometeorological streamflow prediction model (henceforth 
called the HM model) are these simple but rational premises: 

1) That the catch of a comparatively low-altitude precipitation gage is propor-
tional to the precipitation into a nearby mountain basin. 

2) That a drainage basin's temporary water storage, which, in addition to snow, 
includes ground water and soil moisture, is approximately equal to cumulative 
precipitation (all forms) less runoff which has occurred during the precip-
itation season. 

3) That runoff subsequent to the day for which storage is calculated is propor-
tional to the amount of storage on that day. 

4) That the prediction error in a short test season (before the main prediction 
season) is closely related to the error in calculating basin storage and that 
this relationship can be utilized to reduce the error in the main prediction 
season. 

In this report three topics are emphasized: the test season approach to improve 
prediction accuracy, the method by which precipitation stations used in the model are 
selected and the application of the HM model as an operational tool. A complete description 
of the model has been given earlier (Tangborn and Rasmussen, 1976; Tangborn and Rasmussen, 
1977). A brief summary of the derivation given in these two earlier reports is presented here 
to serve as a guide for those that may wish to test the HM model in other areas. 

Foundation for the model  

Assume that a prediction of runoff is to be made for the June 1-September 30 season 
(t3-t4) as in the example shown in figure 1. For this particular basin, it has been found 
that the optimum starting date for the winter season is October 1 (t1) and that a one-month 
test season, or May in this case, is optimum for the prediction season (t3-t4) for this 
basin. 

Storage (S2) at the end of the winter season (t2) is then approximately 

S2 = Pw-Rw 

(1) 
where 

Pw = winter-season basin precipitation (rain and snow) 

R, = winter-season basin runoff 

and at the end of the test season (t3) storage (S3) is approximately, 

(2) S3 = Pw+Pt-Rw-Rt 
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Examples of how the predicted runoff is calculated by the HM model for the April-
July season, for the Merced River below Merced Falls Dam, are shown in table 1. For each 
prediction, precipitation and runoff data used in the computation are given along with the 
predictive coefficients. These coefficients were determined from a linear fit between run-
off and precipitation from the beginning of the period (1952) up through the year previous 
to the prediction. In this way the coefficients are revised each year as that year's data 
becomes available. 

In figures 6 and 7 comparisons of the HM model predictions with those of operational 
snow surveys are shown for basins in the Eastern Cascades of Washington and the Western 
Sierra Nevada of California. These results are fairly typical for each of these regions. In 
figure 8 the results of May-July predictions are shown for the Ri6ssaga River in northern 
Norway. 

1977 operational test  

Using the HM model, operational predictions of inflow to four hydroelectric reser-
voirs in Washington were initiated on January 1, 1977. These plants are operated by the 
Tacoma City Light public utility. A comparison of accuracy between the existing snow survey 
system and the HM model over the past 7 years, for all seasons between January 1 and July 1, 
showed an average improvement in accuracy of about 28 percent (table II). 

Precipitation and runoff data used for these predictions are collected on a con-
tinuous basis. Digital streamflow records are gathered from the gaging stations toward the 
end of each month and immediately processed as daily values for use in the model. These 
stations are also on a real-time network so that the records can be brought up to date at 
any time. Daily precipitation observations, recorded by National Weather Service observers 
at Longmire, Packwood, Kid Valley, Glenoma and Lake Cushman, are mailed once a week on a 
postcard designed for this purpose or, if needed for midmonth or extra predictions, phoned 
directly to the U.S. Geological Survey office in Tacoma. Thus, with these data, it is pos-
sible to make a runoff prediction at any time, a definite advantage in some water-manage-
ment situations. So far this winter predictions have been made every two weeks. These re-
sults, given in figure 9, show the effect of extremely low precipitation in the Cascades and 
Olympics this past winter. It is, of course, yet too early to assess the accuracy of this 
first test. 
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